T-Shirt Dress Making Instructions
You are about to create a once-in-a-lifetime dress for a young girl. Yes, it will be beautiful, but
be aware that harsh conditions also require durability and that modesty is critically important.
Use 100% cotton, or a cotton/poly blend and prewash if possible. Use a stitch length of 3-3.5
to sew straight, smooth, and strong seams. Always backstitch to reinforce where noted.
All seams must be finished, pinked or serged – no raw edges. Trim all loose threads.
If you see your hand through the fabric when held up to light, use it only for pockets or trim.
Working with our TeamDau T-Shirt Kits

When you get your kit, make sure you have all the elements to create a dress: The T-shirt,
Fabric for the skirt, 2 one-inch lengths for ties, fabric for the pockets, trim for the pockets
(opt.), bow for the neckline (opt.), dress a girl label and size card. Sometimes the fabric for
the skirt is already hemmed so you can skip that part in construction. Also, as you are
creating the dress and you'd like to use a different color pocket or trim, feel free to adjust.
If you wish to create your own kits with your donation of fabric, we recommend you make a
sundress as the specs on cutting down the shirts and adding a skirt can be a little tricky.
We'll be happy to supply you with T-shirt Dress Kits!!
You can rearrange these steps if you wish, but I will direct you how I make it.
Please clip all threads as you sew.
BOTTOM OF SHIRT: I start with marking the bottom of the t-shirt with pins
at the side seams, center front and center back.
BACK SEAM: Notice if there is a pattern to the fabric
indicating a top or bottom of the fabric. Then sew the
back seam, either a french seam or serge the seam.
For sizes 8 AND UP, please sew a kick pleat in the
bottom back of the skirt. For a french seam, sew a
1/4" seam with wrong sides together. Press to one
side, then turn fabric so right sides are together, then
press again. Sew a 3/8" seam, enclosing the raw edge
of the previous seam.

*Sizes 8 and up need a slit or kick pleat in the
back to allow for ease of movement.

KICK PLEAT/BACK SLIT: If you need to have a kick pleat, or slit, sew both parts of the french seam,
stopping 10" from bottom of dress. Then snip the seam allowance below the seam to release the fabric
below the seam and press under both seam allowances, which you will sew when you hem the bottom
of the dress.
PRESSING HEM: At the bottom of the dress, press under 1/4" to wrong side and
press. Then measure 1/2" inch for hem and press up all the way around. If there is
no kick pleat, you will have a tube of fabric. If there is a kick pleat, you will press from
one side of the kick pleat, all the way around to the other side.
Press the entire skirt if needed.
SEWING THE HEM: Stitch the hem close to the 1/2" pressed edge, all the way around the dress, then
going up all around the kick pleat.
When sewing the kick pleat, go all the way from the bottom of the dress, up to the french seam and
back stitch back and forth and continue down the other side of seam allowance all the way down to the
bottom of the dress.
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T-Shirt Dress Making Instructions, cont.
ATTACH THE SHIRT TO SKIRT: At the top of the skirt, mark with
pins the side seams, and center front and center back. With the
wrong side out of the skirt and the right side out of the shirt, place
the upside down shirt inside the skirt matching center fronts,
center backs and side seams.

MAKING PLEATS: At the side seams take the extra fabric and
create a pleat in the front and then match as best you can in the
side back. Do the same on the other side. Stitch waist seam.
with a 5/8" seam.

these pins are at
back pleat, side seam, front pleat

FINISH WAIST SEAM: Finish the seam
allowance with pinking shears, zigzag or
serger. Lay seam allowance toward the skirt
and stitch the seam allowance to the skirt.

BOW AT NECKLINE: If you are
adding a bow or button at the
neckline, find center front by
folding and matching the shoulder
seams and put a pin in center
front. Stitch Ribbon or button in
place.
POCKETS: Each dress has two pockets. Smaller dresses have finished pockets measuring about 5" X 5" and larger
dresses have pockets measuring about 6" X 6". Most of our pockets are folded in half for double thickness to
created the lining but sometimes they have a square lining piece. Pockets are double thickness for durability.
If you wish to add lace, ribbon, rickrack, etc, you can sew it to the front piece before the pocket and lining is sewn, or
you can sew it after you sew the lining to pocket.

With right sides together, start at the top right near the fold and sew 1/4" seam all the way to the other side of the fold,
leaving about 2" open at the bottom in order to turn the pocket right side out. Clip corners and turn pocket right side
out. Push out the corners with scissors or chopstick. If your pocket has a square lining, sew around all edges,
remembering to leave about 2" un-sewn to turn pocket right side out.
If you want to add trim and you haven't already, do that now, securing the trim as necessary. Always sew trim on for
durability. Do not glue.
To place the pockets on the dress, find the halfway point from the top of
shoulders and hem. Fold up the hem to meet the top of the shirt and gently
press the mid point. Unfold the fabric and place pockets at that midway point
and about 2" from the side seam. It should be right near the pleats. The fold is
the top of the pocket so be sure and place properly on dress. Use a measuring
tape to manipulate pocket to be properly placed: 2" from side seam and at the
mid point. Re-measure from the top of the right pocket to the waist seam and
duplicate that distance on the left pocket to make them even. Please make
sure pockets are even on the dress. If uneven, the dress looks unbalanced.
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T-Shirt Dress Making Instructions, cont.
Pin the right pocket in place on all four corners, taking care to keep positioning and
not catching in back of dress. Then position left pocket 2" from side seam and equadistant from top of dress to be even with right pocket. Place a dress a girl label on
bottom outside corner of girl's left pocket. Pin both top corners of girl's left pocket
to dress as well and bottom left side of girl's left pocket, leaving corner with DAG
label unpinned to dress.
Using wax paper or parchment paper, press the label to the pocket, then sew the top
and left side of DAG label to the pocket. You will catch the right and bottom of the
label when you sew the pocket to the dress.
Sew the pockets to the dress, stitching close to edge of pocket, starting at right side
of left hand pocket. When you secure the bottom of the pocket, stay close to edge to
make sure you catch the open area that you used to turn the pocket right side out.
Double stitch at both top edges of pockets for durability.

SIDE TIES: Using the 1 inch fabric strips, you will
attach to the side seams. If they are tubes of
fabric, just make a cut to create a strip. On one
end, fold under about 1/4", then fold it in half
width-wise. Pin to side seam at the waist with
the fold facing up. Repeat on other side.
Stitch back and forth securely attaching to dress.
Stretch the ties and they will roll in on
themselves.
Tie a loose bow and notice how long the ties
hang. If they are too long, tie a knot where it will
end and then clip off the excess.

CONGRATULATIONS!! Stand back, admire the dress you've made! You can
send me a pic of the dress, deliver it to me and get ready to sew another!
We do reuse the ziploc bags so if you want to return those when you give me
the dresses, that would be great!
Please remember to pray for the girls who will be receiving you "work of art."
Thanks again for your generous gift of time and talent!!
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